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Temperature dependence of defect mode in band

structures of the one-dimensional photonic crystal

Francis Segovia-Chavesa,b, Herbert Vinck-Posadaa

aDepartamento de F́ısica, Universidad Nacional de Colombia, AA 055051 Bogotá,
Colombia

bDepartamento de Ciencias Naturales, Universidad Surcolombiana, AA 385 Neiva,
Colombia

Abstract

Using the plane wave expansion method the effect of temperature variation
and the thickness of the defect in a one-dimensional photonic crystal con-
sisting of alternate layers of silicon and air, in the band structures has been
investigated. The refractive index of silicon layers is taken as a function of
temperature and wavelength. It is found that there exists defect mode within
the forbidden frequency gap in the band structures. It is shown that increas-
ing the temperature originates a defect mode shift in the band structure at
low frequencies due to contrast increase of the refractive index.
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1. Introduction

In 1987 two works were independently published which mark the birth
of what is known today as photonic crystals (PC ) [1,2]. The PCs represent
a new class of artificial optic materials having a simple functionality princi-
ple, dielectric constant periodicity. This type of materials are called as light
semiconductors, which light always finds some direction by which it can be
propagate. Analogously, as in an atomic crystal, wherein constructive inter-
ference between electronic waves originates allowed electronic states such as
conductive or valence bands, and destructive interference originates forbid-
den electronic states. In PCs, photons experiment multiple dispersions, the
constructive interference originates allowed bands or states and the destruc-
tive interference originates forbidden photonic bands in which no light mode
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